Interdependency of cell adhesion, force generation and extracellular proteolysis in matrix remodeling.
It is becoming increasingly evident that the micromechanics of cells and their environment determine cell fate and function as much as soluble molecular factors do. We hypothesized that extracellular matrix proteolysis by membrane type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) depends on adhesion, force generation and rigidity sensing of the cell. Melanoma cells (MV3 clone) stably transfected with MT1-MMP, or the empty vector as a control, served as the model system. α2β1 integrins (cell adhesion), actin and myosin II (force generation and rigidity sensing) were blocked by their corresponding inhibitors (α2β1 integrin antibodies, Cytochalasin D, blebbistatin). A novel, anisotropic matrix array of parallel, fluorescently labeled collagen-I fibrils was used. Cleavage and bundling of the collagen-I fibrils, and spreading and durotaxis of the cells on this matrix array could be readily discerned and quantified by a combined set-up for fluorescence and atomic force microscopy. In short, expression of the protease resulted in the generation of structural matrix defects, clearly indicated by gaps in the collagen lattice and loose fiber bundles. This key feature of matrix remodeling depended essentially on the functionality of α2β1 integrin, the actin filament network and myosin II motor activity. Interference with any of these negatively impacted matrix cleavage and three-dimensional matrix entanglement of cells.